SUCCESS STORIES:

RADLEYS PRIMARY SCHOOL
BEFORE:

AFTER:

Radleys found the perfect solution quickly and
easily through our website. The price quoted
for our versatile Atlas Steel Locker range was
much lower than expected, making a second
quote from another supplier unnecessary. Our
units appeared better built, with extra features
like a full-height reinforcement bar and onetouch replaceable doors. In addition, we offer
custom colour options, so matching the school
theme was no problem at all.
Our friendly storage experts helped overcome
their concerns one by one. Though staff
initially worried about the available space, our
designers made more room than ever before,

even enabling a new display area above the
lockers. Meanwhile, our experienced on-site
team made sure of a timely and hassle-free
installation.
The final result is a pupil storage solution that
Radleys can be proud of. The school has
noticed students are taking better care of
their own lockers, and these areas are much
tidier and more pleasant to be in as a result.
The increased space ensures each room can
be exited easily, improving health and safety
standards, while the sleek locker design and
matching colours boost the experience of
students, staff and parents alike.

“I’m very happy with how flexible the team was with our
requirements; we had a lot of redesign done to the plan from the
start to install, yet you guys were flexible and made it possible”
Locker Quality:

Customer Service:

Delivery & Install:

Overall Experience:

Radleys Primary School is located just north
of Birmingham and serves around 210 pupils
from nursery to year 6. The school holds high
expectations for its students, receiving good in
all areas from Ofsted last year, with elements of
outstanding practice.
The buildings are exceptionally well maintained
with plenty of space to play outside. However,
like many primary schools, Radleys were using
coat hooks to provide students with a place
to store coats, bags and other essentials.
The resulting mess was damaging the clean
and calm environment the school’s staff
have worked hard to create. There were also
concerns that fallen bags and coats might
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present a fire hazard, potentially slowing egress
from the building.
Radleys were determined to bring their pupil
storage areas up to the high standards set
throughout the rest of the buildings and
grounds. They decided school lockers could
help keep student belongings stowed away
safely, all while giving the children a chance to
take responsibility for their own space.
Most importantly, teachers and staff hoped
their new lockers would add to the friendly and
welcoming atmosphere, preferably matching
the school’s own colour theme.

Contact us today on 01908 525700 for your locker solution

